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Introduction1

2

Q. Please state your name and business address.3

A. My name is Mark G. Felton. My business address is 6450 Sprint Parkway, Overland4

Park, Kansas 66251.5

6

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying?7

A. I am testifying in this proceeding on behalf of SprintCom, Inc., WirelessCo, L.P. through8

their agent Sprint Spectrum L.P. and Nextel West Corp. (collectively "Sprint").9

10

Q. What is your position with Sprint?11

A. I am a Contracts Negotiator III for Sprint.12

13

Q. What are your principal responsibilities with Sprint?14

A. I am responsible for supporting the negotiation of interconnection agreements (“ICAs”)15

pursuant to Section 251/252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (“the Act” or16

“Telecom Act”) on Sprint’s behalf.17

18

Q. Please describe your educational and business experience.19

A. I graduated from the University of North Carolina at Wilmington in 1988 with a B.S.20

degree in Economics. I received a Masters degree in Business Administration from East21
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Carolina University in 1992. I began my career as a Management Intern with Carolina22

Telephone, a subsidiary of Sprint (or of its predecessor parent), in 1988 and have held23

positions of increasing responsibility since that time.24

25

In June, 1999 I assumed responsibility for negotiations and implementation of Sprint’s26

ICAs with various telecommunications carriers. Throughout the performance of my27

interconnection-related responsibilities from 1999 through the present, I have been28

required to understand and implement on a day-to-day basis Sprint Nextel’s rights and29

obligations under the Act, the FCC rules implementing the Act, and federal and state30

authorities regarding the Act and FCC rules.31

32

Q. Before what state regulatory commissions have you testified?33

A. In addition to this Commission, I have previously testified before the Public Service34

Commissions in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missouri and South35

Carolina, the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission, the North Carolina Utilities36

Commission, and the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission. I have also provided37

written testimony before the Michigan and Wisconsin Public Service Commission38

39

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?40

A. The purpose of my Direct Testimony is to support Sprint’s position on the following41

issues: 5, 6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 30, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41, and 70.42
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43

Q. How is your Direct Testimony organized?44

A. My Direct Testimony is organized topically around the following themes: Use of45

Interconnection Facilities (Issues 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, and 30), Point of Interconnection46

(Issues 15, 16, and 17), InterMTA (Issues 7, 39, 40, and 41), and Other Compensation47

Issues (Issues 5, 6, 8, 36, 37, and 70).48

49

Background50

51

Q. What is the overarching disagreement between Sprint and AT&T with respect to52

the facilities issues?53
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A. As a requesting carrier under Section 251, Sprint is entitled to interconnect with AT&T54

for the exchange of the entire universe of traffic – i.e. telephone exchange service,55

exchange access, and information services. This was the intent of the Telecom Act of56

19961 and has been further reinforced by the FCC’s recent CAF Order2 clearly stating57

that all traffic is 251(b)(5) traffic. The facilities used to exchange the entire universe of58

traffic are subject to TELRIC pricing. AT&T seeks to impermissibly narrow the scope of59

traffic that can be exchanged over Interconnection Facilities and still receive TELRIC60

pricing. For example, in Issue 24, AT&T would require that Sprint purchase separate,61

unnecessary “Equal Access” facilities as switched access tariff services for exchange62

access traffic received from an interexchange carrier via an AT&T tandem.63

64

Q. How does this disagreement regarding the use of Interconnection Facilities relate to65

traffic usage compensation?66

A. In Sprint’s view, the appropriate compensation for a particular type of traffic does not67

dictate the facilities over which traffic exchanged between the parties’ networks must be68

routed. For example, in Issue 30, AT&T seeks to require that Sprint originated69

InterMTA traffic not be routed over the Interconnection Facilities but, must instead be70

1 Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56 (codified in scattered
sections of 47 U.S.C.) (1996) (“Telecom Act”).

2 Connect America Fund; A National Broadband Plan for Our Future; Establishing Just and
Reasonable Rates for Local Exchange Carriers; High-Cost Universal Service Support;
Developing an Unified Intercarrier Compensation Regime; Federal-State Joint Board on
Universal Service; Lifeline and Link-Up; Universal Service Reform ‒ Mobility Fund, Report and
Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making, 26 FCC Rcd. 17663 (2011) (“CAF Order”).
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routed over Switched Access Services FGD trunks and facilities (i.e., facilities purchased71

by IXCs). AT&T’s requirement appears to be driven by its belief that all InterMTA72

traffic is subject to switched access charges. But, as noted above, the FCC has reinforced73

that all traffic is 251(b)(5) traffic that can utilize the Interconnection Facilities, regardless74

of the appropriate compensation associated with such traffic. Therefore, regardless of75

how the compensation issues for InterMTA traffic may be resolved (Issues 39 and 40),76

Sprint is still entitled to deliver such traffic over Interconnection Facilities.77

78

Use of Interconnection Facilities79

Issue 19 - What are the appropriate definitions of “Interconnection Facilities?80

Issue 20 - What is the appropriate use of Interconnection Facilities provided by81

AT&T?82

83

Q. What is in dispute between the parties?84

A. This issue essentially boils down to how Sprint may use Interconnection Facilities. The85

disagreement between the parties on the appropriate use of Interconnection Facilities86

manifests itself in how the term is defined (Issue 19) and the contractual provisions87

related to their use (Issue 20), which I will discuss here, and AT&T’s resulting proposal88

for provisions allowing it to “police” the Interconnection Facilities for any type of traffic89

that might “contaminate” it, which I discuss at Issues 21 and 22. I would also like to point90

out that since Sprint filed its DPL on October 3, 2012, the parties have continued91
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discussions and have resolved the portion of this dispute related to the definition of92

“Facilities” and I have modified the statement of the Disputed Issue 19 accordingly.93

94

Q. Do you have an overarching statement to make regarding AT&T’s obligation to95

provide Interconnection Facilities at TELRIC rates?96

A. Yes. It is apparent from AT&T’s position and proposed language on Issues 19 through 2297

that AT&T has a strong desire to limit the instances in which it actually has to provide98

Interconnection Facilities at TELRIC rates notwithstanding the unequivocal99

determination by the U.S. Supreme Court affirming what Congress and the FCC have100

stated for years, namely that a requesting interconnecting carrier is entitled to procure101

facilities “for the transmission and routing of telephone exchange and exchange access”102

at TELRIC rates. It is not surprising that AT&T would seek to perpetuate inflated access103

rates for Interconnection Facilities in its attempt to maximize its shareholder value and104

increase the costs of its competitor. It is important to view 19 through 22 issues against105

that backdrop.106

107

Q. Does the Telecom Act address the use of Interconnection Facilities?108

A. Yes. Section 251(c)(2) of the Telecom Act says that an incumbent LEC (such as AT&T)109

must make interconnection available to a requesting carrier “for the transmission and110

routing of telephone exchange and exchange access.” As interpreted by the FCC, once111
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arrangements are used “to exchange some telephone exchange service and/or exchange112

access traffic”, those same arrangements can be used for other traffic as well.3113

114

Q. What is Sprint’s position on Issues 19 and 20?115

A. It is undisputed that Sprint will be using the Interconnection facilities to exchange116

telephone exchange service and exchange access via the Point of Interconnection117

(“POI”). Therefore, under Section 251(c)(2) of the Act, Sprint is entitled to use118

Interconnection Facilities to exchange all types of traffic between Sprint and AT&T via119

the same interconnection arrangement.120

121

Q. What is AT&T’s position on Issues 19 and 20?122

A. As I understand it, AT&T believes that, in order for Sprint to receive TELRIC pricing,123

Sprint may only use the Interconnection Facilities to deliver Sprint-originated IntraMTA124

or transit traffic to AT&T, e.g. the Interconnection Facilities must be used “exclusively125

for Interconnection as defined in 47 C.F.R. §51.5” or “solely” for the exchange of such126

traffic. AT&T evidently believes that if Sprint delivers traffic other than IntraMTA127

traffic or transit traffic to AT&T, the Interconnection Facility becomes “contaminated”128

and is no longer eligible for TELRIC pricing. As stated above, there is no FCC-129

authorized prohibition to support AT&T’s limitation.130

3 CAF Order, 26 FCC Rcd. at 18028 ¶ 972.
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131

Q. Can you give examples of traffic types that AT&T claims would “contaminate” the132

Interconnection Facility?133

A. Yes. One example of exchange access that AT&T says would contaminate the134

Interconnection Facility is traffic delivered by an IXC to the AT&T access tandem that is135

destined for a Sprint end user, which I will discuss further at Issue 24. AT&T has136

indicated that Sprint would need to establish Equal Access trunks on a separate “switched137

access” facility to receive such traffic. Sprint could establish the Equal Access trunks on138

the Interconnection Facility, however, AT&T’s position is that the Interconnection139

Facility would then be contaminated and would no longer be subject to TELRIC pricing.140

The second example is AT&T’s Issue 30 position that Sprint-originated InterMTA traffic141

should not be routed over the Interconnection Facilities but, must instead be routed over142

Switched Access Services FGD trunks and facilities (i.e., facilities purchased by IXCs).143

144

Q. Is there any disagreement between the parties that AT&T will send AT&T-145

originated InterMTA traffic over the Interconnection facilities?146

A. No. Both parties expect AT&T to deliver its originated InterMTA traffic to Sprint over147

the Interconnection facilities. This traffic is telephone exchange service traffic. There is148

no reason for separate facilities to handle the delivery of either party’s InterMTA traffic.149

150

Q. Are there any types of traffic that Sprint recognizes is not 251(c)(2) traffic?151
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A. As to traffic exchanged between AT&T and Sprint over Interconnection Facilities, no.152

Sprint acknowledges that traffic which remains internal to Sprint, e.g. cell site backhaul153

traffic, is not 251(c)(2) traffic. However, to the extent 251(c)(2) traffic and non-251(c)(2)154

traffic might ride the same high-capacity facility, Sprint is entitled to TELRIC pricing for155

the portion of the facility (on a DS1-equivalent basis) used to carry the 251(c)(2) traffic.156

157

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve Issue 19?158

A. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve this issue:159

160
2.60 “Interconnection Facilities” are the transmission facilities that connect161
Sprint’s network with AT&T ILLINOIS’ network for the mutual exchange of162
traffic. These facilities connect Sprint’s network from Sprint’s Switch or163
associated point of presence within the LATA to the POI for the transmission and164
routing of telephone exchange service and/or exchange access service. For the165
avoidance of doubt, and subject to Attachment 2, Section 5.6, the facilities166
referred to in this definition mean the entrance facilities used for Interconnection.167

168

Attachment 2169
3.3 Subject to Section 3.9.1, each Party shall be responsible for providing its own170
or leased Interconnection Facilities to route calls to the POI. Each Party may171
construct its own Interconnection Facilities, or it may purchase or lease the172
Interconnection Facilities from a Third Party, or Sprint may purchase or lease the173
Interconnection Facilities from AT&T ILLINOIS, if available, pursuant to174
Section 3.5 below:175

176

Q. What is in dispute in Issue 20?177

A. This issue is very similar to Issue 19. AT&T agrees to provide Interconnection Facilities178

at TELRIC rates but then seeks to limit Sprint’s ability to obtain TELRIC pricing by179

inserting the word “solely” into Attachment 2, Section 3.5.2 and attempting to180
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affirmatively include Equal Access and 911 as disallowed uses in AT&T’s proposed181

Section 3.5.3 language. It is Sprint’s understanding based upon AT&T’s position182

statement that AT&T does not consider Equal Access or 911 traffic as 251(c)(2) traffic.183

The problem with AT&T’s stated rationale is that, unlike non-251(c)(2) backhaul traffic,184

911 traffic and Equal Access traffic is exchanged between the parties’ networks and does185

not stay solely within Sprint’s network.186

187

Q. What is the practical effect of AT&T’s proposed insertion of “solely” into Section188

3.5.2?189

A. The practical effect of AT&T’s overly restrictive view on the types of traffic that are190

considered Section 251(c)(2) traffic would be to force Sprint to either (1) establish (and191

pay for) two redundant networks (one that is TELRIC-priced and one that is special192

access tariff- priced), or (2) continue to pay special access tariffed rates for facilities used193

for interconnection. For obvious reasons, the first alternative is inherently inefficient and194

uneconomical; and, the second alternative is contrary to the Talk America decision.4195

196

Q. Does AT&T’s restrictive view have any basis in Federal Law or the FCC’s rules?197

A. No. Pursuant to Section 251(c)(2) of the Telecom Act, AT&T must make Interconnection198

Facilities available at TELRIC rates “for the transmission and routing of telephone199

4 Talk America, Inc. v. Mich. Bell Tel. Co., 131 S. Ct. 2254, 2260 (2011).
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exchange and exchange access.” As I stated earlier, I cannot think of any type of traffic200

exchanged between the parties’ networks that would not be251(c)(2) traffic.201

202

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve Issue 20?203

A. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve this issue:204

205
3.5.2 AT&T ILLINOIS shall provide Sprint existing Interconnection Facilities206
when used for Interconnection purposes within the meaning of Section 251(c)(2)207
of the Act, i.e., for the transmission and routing of telephone exchange service208
and/or exchange access service, at the rates set forth in the Pricing Sheets attached209
hereto and incorporated by this reference. An Interconnection Facility is existing210
if, at the time of Sprint’s request, the facility is present in AT&T ILLINOIS’211
network and available for use as an Interconnection Facility and no special212
construction is required.213

214

3.5.3 Sprint may not purchase Interconnection Facilities pursuant to this215
Agreement for any other purpose, including, without limitation (i) as unbundled216
network elements under Section 251(c)(3) of the Act, or (ii) for backhauling217
traffic (e.g., to provide a final link in the dedicated transmission path between218
Sprint’s customer and Sprint’s switch, or to carry traffic to and from its own end219
users).220

221
Issue 21 - What provisions, if any, regarding Interconnection Facility Audits should222
be included in the Agreement?223

224
Issue 22 - If Interconnection Facility Audits provisions are included in the225
Agreement, how should disputes regarding Interconnection Facility Audits be226
resolved?227

228

Q. What is the disputed Issue between the parties?229
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A. As the extension to its overly restrictive view of the use of Interconnection Facilities230

discussed in Issues 19 and 20 above, AT&T further proposes extensive audit and remedy231

language specific to the use of Interconnection Facilities.232

233

Q. So, this Issue represents a solution to a problem AT&T has created?234

A. Yes. Because of AT&T’s inappropriate restrictions on the use of the Interconnection235

Facility, AT&T further compounds the problem by proposing overly burdensome audit236

requirements to ensure that the restrictions are enforced. To be clear, if Sprint’s position237

on Issues 19 and 20 is adopted, Interconnection Facility Audit language is completely238

unnecessary.239

240

Q. Aside from the discussion of Issues 19 and 20 above, is there another reason241

AT&T’s proposed language is unnecessary?242

A. Yes. Even if Sprint’s position on Issues 19 and 20 is not adopted, any dispute over the243

use of the Interconnection Facility should be handled like any other dispute – i.e.,244

pursuant to the already agreed to dispute resolution provisions contained in Section 12 of245

the General Terms and Conditions of the Agreement. There is no need for additional246

burdensome procedures specific to the use of Interconnection Facilities. This is just247

another way AT&T imposes restrictions that would effectively chill Sprint’s exercise of248

its right to obtain TELRIC pricing for Interconnection Facilities.249

250
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Q. Based on the discussion above, is any contract language necessary to provide a251

remedy for improper use of the Interconnection Facility?252

A. While Sprint does not believe any language is necessary, Sprint does offer language that253

is much more succinct and appropriately points the parties to the dispute resolution254

procedures of the interconnection agreement to resolve any disagreements as to the255

appropriate use of Interconnection Facilities.256

257

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve these Issues?258

A. Sprint proposes one paragraph below to resolve Issues 21 and 22 instead of the 10259

paragraph process AT&T proposes.260

261
3.5.5.7 If AT&T ILLINOIS provides written Notice that Sprint has not complied262
with the use of the Interconnection Facilities in accordance with this Agreement,263
and Sprint disagrees, Sprint shall provide Notice requesting dispute resolution to264
AT&T ILLINOIS pursuant Section 12.0, Dispute Resolution of the General265
Terms and Conditions of the Agreement. Such dispute resolution discussions266
shall follow the dispute resolution process set forth in the General Terms and267
Conditions of the Agreement.268

269

Issue 24 - Should Sprint be required to establish separate Type 2A Equal Access270
Trunk Groups?271

272
Q. Please describe this issue.273

A. The issue is whether Sprint should be required to set up separate “Equal Access” trunks274

to the AT&T access tandem to send and receive traffic carried by an IXC. This issue, like275

Issue 20, is related to the appropriate use of the Interconnection Facilities and to whom,276

as between Sprint or the IXC, AT&T provides “exchange access” service.277
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278

Q. What is Sprint’s position on this issue?279

A. Sprint’s position is that traffic to or from an IXC falls into the category of “exchange280

access” as described in Section 251(c)(2) of the Telecom Act. AT&T and Sprint are281

jointly providing exchange access to an IXC - AT&T is not providing exchange access to282

Sprint. “Equal Access” is a wireline carrier’s obligation to permit its originating end user283

to select a long distance toll provider. Where Equal Access exists, “exchange access” is284

still the service provided by the originating LEC to the selected long distance toll285

provider. As a wireless carrier, Sprint is not subject to the Equal Access obligations.286

287

Q. Notwithstanding that Sprint does not have Equal Access obligations, does Sprint288

originate long distance toll through AT&T facilities?289

A. No. Sprint does not direct any traffic destined for IXCs through AT&T facilities.290

291

Q. What is AT&T’s position on this issue?292

A. From the DPL it seems that AT&T believes that unless an AT&T end user is on one end293

of the call, the call would not be considered exchange access for purposes of determining294

whether it may be delivered over the Interconnection Facility between the parties.295

296

Q. What is the definition of exchange access?297
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A. The Telecom Act defines exchange access as “the offering of access to telephone298

exchange services or facilities for the purpose of the origination or termination of299

telephone toll services.”5300

301

Q. What is your understanding of exchange access as that term is used in Section302

251(c)(2)?303

A. My understanding of the term exchange access as described in Section 251(c)(2) of the304

Telecom Act is a carrier’s provision of access to its network for toll providers to reach305

end users that originate or terminate “telephone toll services.”6 In other words, IXCs do306

not have direct connections with end users and, therefore, procure “access” to those307

customers utilizing the facilities of LECs and CMRS carriers. The purpose of Section308

251(c)(2) is to put competing carriers on equal footing with the incumbent such that those309

competing carriers could also provide exchange access to an IXC. Congress intended for310

the Interconnection Facility to be used in cases where the ILEC and a requesting carrier311

were providing jointly provided exchange access.312

313

Q. What is jointly provided access?314

5
47 U.S.C. § 153(20)

6
The term ''telephone toll service'' means telephone service between stations in different exchange

areas for which there is made a separate charge not included in contracts with subscribers for exchange
service. 47 U.S.C. 153(55).
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A. When exchange access is provided by two or more carriers to the same IXC, it is315

commonly referred to as jointly provided access or jointly provided switched access.316

That is, where the IXC needs access to a customer served by a carrier whose switch317

subtends, or is interconnected with, the access tandem switch of an incumbent LEC.318

319

Q. Does AT&T provide jointly provided access today?320

A. Absolutely. It is my understanding that this is a common arrangement in the321

telecommunications industry. Specifically, a smaller rural LEC will often subtend the322

access tandem of a larger LEC, such as AT&T. In those circumstances, when an IXC323

needs to terminate a call to the smaller LEC, it must use the network facilities of both the324

smaller LEC (typically some transport, end office switching, and the local loop) and the325

larger LEC (typically some transport and tandem switching). Each LEC bills the IXC an326

access charge specific to the network components provided for the completion of that327

call. The two LECs are providing jointly provided switched access service to the IXC.328

329

Q. Will Sprint, in conjunction with AT&T, provide jointly provided access to IXCs?330

A. Yes. Although Sprint is prohibited by the FCC from filing access tariffs, it is nevertheless331

providing an exchange access service to an IXC when it terminates calls delivered by that332

IXC via the AT&T network. And, since IXCs do not typically have direct connections333

with wireless carriers, an access tandem provider such as AT&T is usually involved in334

the routing of such calls.335
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336

Q. Will Sprint deliver calls to AT&T’s access tandem switch that are destined to an337

IXC?338

A. No. With the exception of toll-free (8XX) calls, there are no instances when Sprint339

delivers its own originated traffic to a non-affiliated IXC. Even in the case of toll-free340

traffic, Sprint utilizes a third party to perform the database functions and routing341

necessary to complete those calls.342

343

Q. Would the equal access trunks proposed by AT&T only be used to deliver calls from344

an IXC to Sprint?345

A. Yes, and from Sprint’s perspective, those calls would fall squarely within the meaning of346

exchange access, which 251(c)(2) clearly provides can be exchanged over the347

Interconnection Facility.348

349

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve this issue?350

A. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve this issue:351

352
4.2.3 Type 2A Combined Trunk Groups: Provide a Trunk Side connection353
between Sprint’s MSC and an AT&T ILLINOIS Access Tandem, where AT&T354
ILLINOIS is able to record Sprint-originated traffic to an IXC. Combined Trunk355
Groups carry IXC Exchange Access traffic and other Authorized Services traffic.356
This Trunk Group requires an interface utilizing equal access signaling. A357
separate Type 2A Equal Access Trunk Group is required when (a) Sprint358
originates traffic destined to an IXC via the AT&T ILLINIOIS tandem and (b) the359
AT&T ILLINOIS tandem is not able to record such Sprint originated traffic to an360
IXC. Under such circumstances Sprint will also provide to AT&T lLLINOIS,361
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using industry standard data record formats, recordings of all calls (both362
Completed Calls and attempts) to IXCs from Sprint’s network using Trunks363
employing the a Type 2A connection.364

365
4.2.4 Type 2A Equal Access Trunk Groups: Provide a Trunk Side connection366
between Sprint's network and an AT&T ILLINOIS Access Tandem. Equal367
Access Trunk Groups carry Exchange Access to or from an IXC . This Trunk368
Group requires an interface utilizing equal access signaling.369

370
4.2.4.1 In AT&T ILLINOIS a separate Type 2A Equal Access Trunk Group is371
required (a) when Sprint designates an AT&T ILLINOIS access tandem in the372
LERG as its serving access tandem or (b) when Sprint originates traffic destined373
to an IXC and the AT&T ILLINOIS access tandem is not able to record Sprint-374
originated traffic to an IXC. Under such circumstances Sprint will also provide to375
AT&T ILLINOIS, using industry standard data record formats, recordings of all376
calls (both Completed Calls and attempts) to IXCs from Sprint's network, using377
Trunks employing a Type 2A connection.378

379

Issue 30 - Should AT&T’s language regarding the routing of Exchange Access380
Service traffic be included in the Agreement?381

382

Q. Please describe this Issue.383

A. Issue 30 combines elements of the disputes contained in Issue 20 (appropriate use of the384

Interconnection Facility), Issues 39 and 40 (compensation for Toll and Non-Toll385

InterMTA traffic), Issue 8 (definition of Switched Access Service), and Issue 24386

(requirement for Sprint to maintain separate Equal Access trunks). This issue also387

introduces a requirement for the parties to abide by the outcome of Ordering and Billing388

Forum (“OBF”) Issue 2308-Recording and Signaling Changes Required to Support389

Billing.390

391

Q. What is the crux of Issue 30?392
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A. Simply stated, this issue is just another manifestation of the fundamental dispute between393

the parties regarding the appropriate use of the Interconnection Facility. Specifically,394

because AT&T does not acknowledge that Sprint is entitled to utilize the Interconnection395

Facility for the receipt and delivery of exchange access traffic pursuant to Section396

251(c)(2) of the Telecom Act, it seeks to require Sprint to maintain separate “Equal397

Access” trunks, which I discuss at length at Issue 8 and 24 . Therefore, the language398

AT&T proposes in Issue 30 seems to be the complement to that requirement to maintain399

separate equal access trunks – namely, that Sprint “shall not route traffic it receives from400

or through an IXC that is destined for AT&T Illinois’ End Office Switches over the401

Interconnection Trunks provided by AT&T Illinois to Sprint pursuant to this Agreement.”402

However, read literally, AT&T’s proposed language is nonsensical since traffic Sprint403

“receives from or through an IXC” will never be “destined for AT&T Illinois’ End Office404

Switches”, therefore, it is unclear to Sprint exactly what AT&T intends by this proposed405

language.406

407

Q. Does Sprint contend it is entitled to send and receive traffic to or from an IXC over408

the Interconnection Facility?409

A. Yes. As I discuss at length in regards to Issue 24, traffic to or from an IXC is precisely410

what is contemplated by Section 251(c)(2) when Congress provided that an ILEC, such411

as AT&T, must provide interconnection “for the transmission and routing of telephone412
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exchange and exchange access.” The traffic AT&T seeks to exclude from the413

Interconnection Facility falls squarely into “exchange access”.414

415

Q. What would AT&T gain by imposing such an exclusion?416

A. By excluding exchange access traffic from the Interconnection Facility, AT&T would417

reap a financial windfall by requiring Sprint to maintain and pay 100% of the tariff based418

rates for separate facilities to carry equal access trunks even though there is no basis for419

such redundant facilities in the statute.420

421

Q. Could AT&T require separate access trunks for billing purposes?422

A. No. For traffic to or from an IXC, AT&T should be billing the IXC for any appropriate423

access charges, not Sprint. As I discussed at Issue 24, AT&T and Sprint would actually424

be providing jointly provided access for traffic to or from an IXC. Therefore, there is no425

need to maintain separate trunks to segregate the traffic for billing purposes.426

427

Q. AT&T’s Attachment 2, Section 4.10.4 states “Terminating InterMTA Traffic shall428

be routed over Sprint’s Switched Access Services Trunks and Facilities (FG-D).” Do429

you agree with this proposed requirement?430

A. No. First, AT&T’s language is problematic because it could be interpreted to require yet431

a third set of facilities (i.e., in addition to the Interconnection Facility and facilities to432

carry AT&T’s proposed Equal Access Trunks). That being said, as I demonstrate in Issue433
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39 and 40, Non-Toll InterMTA traffic is telephone exchange traffic and Toll InterMTA is434

exchange access, both explicitly within the scope of Section 251(c)(2) of the Act.435

Therefore, regardless of the appropriate compensation for InterMTA traffic, it is clear436

that InterMTA traffic can be exchanged over the Interconnection Facilities. Requiring437

separate switched access facilities is not only unnecessary but violates both the spirit and438

the letter of Section 251(c)(2). Moreover, AT&T’s own proposed language demonstrates439

the gross inequity in its approach. AT&T requires Sprint originated InterMTA traffic to440

be routed to AT&T over separate FGD facilities while it allows for its own originated441

InterMTA traffic to be routed over the Interconnection Facility.442

443

Q. Does AT&T’s proposal to require the parties to abide by the outcome of Ordering444

and Billing Forum (“OBF”) Issue 2308 have merit?445

A. No. While AT&T’s language seems innocuous on its face, it actually glosses over the446

more fundamental issues discussed elsewhere in my testimony.447

448

Q. In what specific areas does Sprint disagree with a requirement to abide by OBF449

Issue 2308?450

A. First, it would be presumptuous for the parties to agree to conform to a proposed industry451

guideline that has not been finalized. More importantly, however, the proposed resolution452

to OBF Issue 2308 is slanted towards AT&T’s position on the application of access453
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charges to InterMTA Traffic, i.e., a geographic analysis that disregards whether Sprint454

actually charges a toll to its end user on a particular call delivered to AT&T.455

456

Q. How does Sprint request the Commission to resolve this Issue?457

A. Sprint believes if any additional trunks are necessary to carry traffic received from or sent458

to an IXC, such trunks would still be provisioned over the Interconnection Facility. Sprint459

proposes that the Commission adopt Sprint’s language, as follows:460

4.10.2 IXC Switched Access Service Traffic461
462

4.10.3 Switched Access Service traffic between Sprint and the AT&T ILLINOIS Access463
Tandem or combined local/Access Tandem that Sprint elects to route to or receive464
from an Interexchange Carrier (“IXC”) connected with such AT&T ILLINOIS465
Access Tandem or combined local/Access Tandem, shall be transported over an466
Equal Access Trunk Group. This arrangement requires a separate Trunk Group467
employing a Type 2 interface, when AT&T ILLINOIS is not able to record468
Sprint-originated traffic to an IXC. Sprint also will provide to AT&T ILLINOIS,469
using industry standard data record formats, recordings of all calls (both470
completed calls and attempts) to IXCs from Sprint’s network, using Trunks471
employing a Type 2A interface. This Equal Access Trunk Group will be472
established for the transmission and routing of Switched Access Service traffic473
between Sprint’s End Users and IXCs, via an AT&T ILLINOIS Access Tandem,474
or combined local/Access Tandem.475

Point of Interconnection476

Issue 15 - What is the appropriate definition of the “Point of Interconnection”?477
478

Q. What is the nature of this disputed issue?479

A. While not readily apparent from the Issue description or the proposed language, this issue480

really arises over the fundamental disagreement between the parties as to whether AT&T481
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must share a portion of the cost of the Interconnection Facility between the parties, which482

is addressed by Sprint witness Farrar at Issue 46.483

484

Q. Does Sprint agree that the POI must be established on the LEC’s network?485

A. Yes. However, to refer to that point as the financial demarcation point (as AT&T does by486

its proposed insertion “and financially” in the POI definition) could lead to the487

inappropriate conclusion that AT&T is not required to share a portion of the cost of the488

Interconnection Facility that AT&T uses to route traffic from AT&T’s network to Sprint.489

490

Q. Is AT&T required to share the cost of the Interconnection Facility?491

A. Yes and the arguments for this requirement are discussed further by Sprint witness Farrar492

at Issue 46.493

494

Q. How does Sprint suggest the Commission resolve this issue?495

A. If the Commission agrees with Sprint’s position regarding Interconnection Facility cost496

sharing as articulated by Sprint witness Farrar at Issue 46, the Commission should adopt497

the following language to resolve this issue:498

499
2.88 “Point of Interconnection (“POI”)” means a point on the AT&T ILLINOIS500
network (End Office or Tandem building) where the Interconnection Facilities501
connect with the AT&T ILLINOIS network for the purpose of establishing502
Interconnection and also serves as a demarcation point between the facilities that503
each Party is physically responsible to provide.504

505
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Issue 16 - Must Sprint obtain AT&T’s consent to Sprint’s designation of a POI at a506
technically feasible location on AT&T’s network or Sprint’s removal of a previously507
established POI?508

509

Q. Please describe this Issue.510

A. The dispute captured by this Issue has been significantly narrowed since Sprint filed its511

Arbitration Petition. Specifically, the parties have agreed to remove from the language512

the concept that the location of the POI(s) must be negotiated. The issue now is simply513

whether Sprint may remove previously established POIs in the management and514

optimization of its network.515

516

Q. Should Sprint be allowed to remove previously established POIs without AT&T’s517

consent?518

A. In general yes, particularly if the existing interconnection arrangement is not a “fiber-519

meet point” interconnection arrangement. In its existing interconnection arrangements,520

Sprint is not utilizing a “fiber-meet point” arrangement – Sprint uses leased facilities for521

interconnection. As the requesting carrier, Sprint is only required to maintain one POI in522

each LATA in which it provides service. To require Sprint to maintain more than one523

POI in a particular LATA would violate this well-established FCC principle.524

Additionally, a requesting carrier is entitled to interconnect in the manner that it deems525

most efficient and economical. Requiring Sprint to maintain additional POIs when it526

redesigns its network to eliminate the need for such POIs is contrary to both of the527

foregoing principles.528
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529

Q. What is the FCC rule that governs this issue?530

A. Title 47, Section 51.305 of the Code of Federal Regulations describes the Interconnection531

obligations of incumbent LECs such as AT&T.532

533

Q. Does this rule require a requesting carrier to establish or maintain a certain number534

of POIs within a given geographic area?535

A. No. Furthermore, the FCC has recognized that a requesting carrier may interconnect with536

an ILEC in a given LATA via a single POI if the requesting carrier so chooses (“Single537

POI per LATA”)7.538

539

Q. On this basis, is it reasonable to limit a requesting carrier’s ability to decommission540

POIs if it deems appropriate?541

A. No. As long as the requesting carrier maintains a minimum of one POI per LATA there542

should be no restriction on that carrier’s ability to manage its network and points of543

interconnection with an ILEC such as AT&T as it sees fit. Moreover, Sprint is a large,544

established wireless carrier with a nationwide network and a long history of efficiently545

managing network resources. AT&T’s intention to require Sprint to maintain546

unnecessary POIs and the related network facilities should not override Sprint’s ability to547

7 Developing a Unified Intercarrier Compensation Regime, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 16
FCC Rcd. 9610, 9634-35, 9650-51 ¶¶ 72, 112 (2001).
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design and maintain its network in the most efficient and economical manner as Sprint, in548

its sole discretion, may determine.549

550

Q. With respect to a fiber-meet point interconnection arrangement, has the551

Commission previously issued any decisions when a pre-existing POI can be552

decommissioned?553

A. Yes. In the 2004 MCI Arbitration order, the Commission determined that MCI could not,554

in its sole discretion, decommission a previously established fiber-meet point POI.8555

556

Q. Should the determination in the MCI case above be generally applicable such that it557

applies in the case of leased facilities?558

A. No. The distinction between decommissioning a fiber-meet POI and decommissioning a559

POI established using existing leased facilities is that in the case of an early560

decommissioning of a specially constructed fiber meet point POI there could be a risk of561

stranded ILEC investment. In that limited scenario, it might be prudent to require the562

parties to confer prior to the requesting carrier decommissioning an existing fiber meet563

point POI. The same consideration is not present in the case of leased facilities.564

8 MCI Metro Access Transmission Servs., Inc., MCI WorldCom Commc’ns, Inc., and
Intermedia Commc’ns Inc. Petition for Arbitration of Interconnection Rates, Terms and
Conditions, and Related Arrangements with Ill. Bell Tel. Co. Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the
Telecomm. Act of 1996, Arbitration Decision, No. 04-0469, 88 (Nov. 30, 2004).
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Therefore, Sprint does not agree that mutual agreement is required in order for Sprint to565

remove any previously established POIs using leased facilities.566

567

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve this issue?568

A. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve this issue:569

570
2.2.1.4 Notwithstanding the foregoing, Sprint may establish a POI at any other571
technically feasible location on the AT&T ILLINOIS’ network within the LATA572
or Sprint may remove any previously established POIs for Sprint network573
optimization, subject to the other requirements of this Section 2.2.574

575

576

Issue 17 - Should Sprint be required to establish additional Points of577
Interconnection (POIs) when its traffic to an AT&T Tandem Serving Area exceeds578
28 DS1s?579

580
Q. What is the issue between the parties?581

A. AT&T’s proposed language would impose an artificial threshold of 28 DS1s, at which582

point Sprint would be required to establish an additional POI within an AT&T tandem583

serving area.584

585

Q. Please summarize Sprint’s position on this issue.586

A. Federal law does not require Sprint to install additional POIs based on predetermined587

traffic thresholds. Sprint is entitled to determine the most efficient and economical way588

to interconnect with AT&T and to increase the number, or change the locations, of589

existing POIs.590
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591

Q. Please summarize AT&T’s position on this issue.592

A. AT&T has stated in the DPL that it believes it is “reasonable” for the ICA to obligate593

Sprint to establish a POI at an additional tandem in a Local Access and Transport Area594

(“LATA”) when Sprint’s traffic through the initial POI to that tandem serving area595

exceeds 28 DS1s at peak for a period of three consecutive months. AT&T’s asserted596

rationale for imposing the requirement is to “promote facilities based competition”.597

598

Q. Do you agree that AT&T’s proposal is “reasonable”?599

A. No. First, Sprint disagrees with AT&T’s contention that its proposal “promotes facilities-600

based competition”. However, whether or not AT&T’s proposal promotes facilities601

based competition is irrelevant because the FCC rules only require one POI per LATA.602

AT&T is really attempting to shift AT&T’s interoffice transport costs by requiring Sprint603

to build further into AT&T’s network at multiple locations, likely using facilities that604

Sprint would need to lease from AT&T. Whether I or AT&T believe their proposal is605

reasonable is irrelevant. The important point is that the FCC does not permit AT&T to606

create an artificial threshold at which Sprint would be required to establish an additional607

POI.608

609

Q. What is the FCC rule that governs this issue?610
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A. As I stated at Issue 16 above, Title 47, Section 51.305 of the Code of Federal Regulations611

describes the Interconnection obligations of incumbent LECs such as AT&T. The FCC612

has interpreted this rule to mean that a requesting carrier need only establish one POI per613

LATA. 9614

615

Q. Does the FCC permit incumbent LECs to impose a threshold at which it can require616

requesting carriers such as Sprint to establish additional POIs?617

A. No.618

619

Q. Why is Sprint opposed to the creation of a contractual obligation that would require620

the establishment of separate POIs to additional AT&T tandems when the volume621

of traffic destined for an additional tandem exceeds 28 DS1s for a period of three622

consecutive months?623

A. AT&T is impermissibly attempting to limit the application of the “Single POI per624

LATA” rule. The “Single POI per LATA” rule is an important right because it gives the625

requesting carrier control over where and when it chooses to interconnect with an ILEC.626

While a requesting carrier may indeed choose to establish additional POIs based on its627

9 Application by SBC Commc’ns Inc., Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., & Southwestern Bell
Commc’ns Servs., Inc. d/b/a Southwestern Bell Long Distance Pursuant to Section 271 of the
Telecomm. Act of 1996 To Provide In-Region, InterLATA Services in Texas, Memorandum
Opinion & Order, 15 FCC Rcd. 18354, 18390 ¶ 78 (2000); Developing a Unified Intercarrier
Compensation Regime, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 16 FCC Rcd. 9610, 9634-35, 9650-51 ¶
72, 112 (2001).
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determination of what may be economically advantageous, it cannot be forced to incur628

additional costs by its competitor that is already getting paid a TELRIC-based rate which629

includes reasonable profits.630

631

Q. As traffic volumes increase does Sprint realize increased capacity requirements in632

its network?633

A. Certainly, but Sprint does not ask AT&T to establish and pay for additional facilities634

deeper within the Sprint network. As traffic volumes increase, which, as the FCC has635

recognized, benefits the end users of both the originating and terminating party,10 Sprint636

should not be required to foot the bill for the increased capacity requirements on its own637

network and AT&T’s network, too!638

639

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve this issue?640

A. The parties have agreed that Sprint will establish a minimum of one Sprint-designated641

POI in each LATA where the parties exchange traffic (Section 2.2.1.1 of Attachment 2).642

AT&T’s additional language is contrary to law and is unnecessary.643

644

645

InterMTA Issues646

10 CAF Order, 26 FCC Rcd. at 17676 ¶ 34.
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Issue 7 - What are the appropriate definitions related to “InterMTA Traffic”?647

Issue 39 - What is the appropriate compensation for Non-Toll InterMTA Traffic?648

Issue 40 - What is the appropriate compensation for Toll InterMTA Traffic?649

Issue 41 - Is either Party entitled to collect compensation on any of its originated650
traffic? If so, what originated traffic is subject to such compensation and at what651
rate?652

653

Q. Please describe these InterMTA Issues.654

A. Sprint’s proposed definition of “InterMTA Traffic” properly recognizes that the655

termination of such traffic is not necessarily subject to tariffed access charges and the656

determination of whether access charges apply hinges on whether the originating party657

assesses a usage-based “toll” charge to the end-user that makes such a call. Moreover,658

aside from the Toll vs. Non-Toll aspect of this issue, AT&T apparently believes it is659

entitled to bill Sprint for InterMTA traffic that originates from Sprint, but also for the660

InterMTA Traffic that AT&T itself originates.661

662

Q. What is InterMTA Traffic?663

A. Simply stated, InterMTA traffic are calls originated by the customer of one party in one664

major trading area, or MTA, and terminated by the customer of the other party in another665

MTA. In the context of this Agreement, it is limited to the InterMTA Traffic exchanged666

over the Interconnection Facility.667

668
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Q. Has the FCC ever promulgated a rule stating that access charges apply to669

InterMTA traffic?670

A. No. The FCC has never promulgated such a rule. In fact, as I explain later, in light of the671

statutory definitions, it is not clear that the FCC could even authorize the imposition of672

access charges on non-toll traffic. Nonetheless, if the application of access charges upon673

InterMTA traffic was as definitive as AT&T asserts (without any supporting authority), it674

would have been easy for the FCC to promulgate a rule that affirmatively and directly675

states that access charges are applicable to all InterMTA traffic. AT&T cannot cite to676

such a rule because such a rule does not exist.677

678

Q. Why is there the common misconception that InterMTA traffic is by definition679

subject to access charges?680

A. I believe that the IntraMTA rule (stating that IntraMTA traffic is subject to reciprocal681

compensation) has been misconstrued and distorted to also mean that all non-IntraMTA682

traffic is subject to access charges.683

684

Q. May a LEC like AT&T-Illinois impose access charges for terminating Sprint’s Non-685

Toll InterMTA mobile-to-land traffic?686

A. No, access charges are not appropriate for such non-toll traffic. As I will explain further687

below, under both the Act and the FCC’s implementing rules, AT&T’s termination of688

Sprint’s Non-Toll InterMTA traffic is instead subject to reciprocal compensation. It689
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bears repeating that, while the FCC has adopted a rule prohibiting local exchange carriers690

(“LECs”) from imposing access charges in connection with terminating IntraMTA691

wireless traffic (see 47 C.F.R. § 51.701(b)(2)), it has never adopted a corollary rule that692

requires wireless carriers to pay LEC access charges when LECs terminate InterMTA693

wireless traffic.694

695

Q. If there is no explicit rule regarding the application of access charges on InterMTA696

traffic, how does Sprint reach its conclusion that a LEC may impose access charges697

on only terminating Toll InterMTA traffic?698

A. In order to answer this question, I need to start by providing some background699

concerning the Telecom Act of 1996 and the temporary preservation and application of700

access charges pursuant to Section 251(g) of that Act.701

702

Q. How did Congress preserve access charges when it enacted the Telecom Act of703

1996?704

A. Congress added Section 251(b)(5) to the Communications Act in 1996. This statute705

imposes on each LEC, such as AT&T, the duty to establish reciprocal compensation706

arrangements for the transport and termination of telecommunications. The FCC has707

held that Section 251 requires LECs to establish reciprocal compensation arrangements708

for all telecommunications without exception:709

710
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“Unless subject to further limitation, section 251(b)(5) would require reciprocal711
compensation for transport and termination of all telecommunications traffic.”11712

713

In this regard, the FCC has explicitly confirmed that this reciprocal compensation statute714

even “applies to traffic that traditionally has been classified as access traffic.”12715

716

The FCC has recognized only one exception to this LEC duty to establish reciprocal717

compensation arrangements for the exchange of all traffic – namely, traffic subject to the718

grandfather provision contained in Section 251(g):719

We conclude that a reasonable reading of the [Act] is that Congress intended to720
exclude the traffic listed in subsection (g) from the reciprocal compensation721
requirements of subsection (b)(5).13722

723

The FCC further determined that Congress intended this subsection (g) “carve out724

provision” would be temporary only. 14 Section 251(g), on its face, is limited in scope to725

a LEC’s provision of exchange access to interexchange carriers. The FCC similarly has726

11 2001 ISP Remand Order, 16 FCC Rcd 9151, 9165-66 ¶¶ 31-32 (2001)(italics in original), rev’d
and remanded on other grounds, WorldCom v. FCC, 288 F.3d 429 (D.C. Cir. 2002). See also 2008 ISP
Remand Order, 24 FCC Rcd 6475, 649-80 ¶ 8, 6482-83 ¶¶ 15-16 (2008), aff’d Core v. FCC, 592 F.3d139
(D.C. Cir. 2010); USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Rcd 17663, 17915 ¶¶ 761-62 (2011), appeal
pending, No. 11-9900 (10th Cir.).
12 CAF Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 17915 ¶ 762.
13 2001 ISP Remand Order, 16 FCC Rcd at 9166 ¶ 34.
14 Id. at 9166 ¶ 34 and 2008 ISP Remand Order, 24 FCC Rcd at 6480 ¶ 9. Federal appellate courts
have agreed that Section 251(g) is “worded simply as a transitional device, preserving various LEC duties
that antedated the 1996 Act.” See WorldCom v. FCC, 288 F.3d 429, 430 (D.C. Cir. 2002). Federal courts
have further held that the FCC does not possess the authority to enlarge the types of services that fall
within the scope of this grandfather provision. See id. at 433.
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recognized that the services subject to the Section 251(g) grandfather provision are727

limited to exchange access services:728

Before Congress enacted the 1996 Act, LECs provided access services to IXCs729
and to information service providers in order to connect calls that travel to points730
– both interstate and intrastate – beyond the local exchange. . . . It makes sense731
that Congress did not intend to disrupt these pre-existing relationships.732
Accordingly, Congress excluded all such access traffic from the purview of733
section 251(b)(5).15734

735

In conclusion, after the Telecom Act of 1996, access charges continued to be applicable736

only for that traffic that was subject to access charges prior to its enactment – exchange737

access traffic.738

739

Q. Didn’t the FCC in its recent CAF Order supersede Section 251(g) by establishing740

new “transitional access charge” rules under Section 251(b)(5)?741

A. It did, stating:742

“In this Order, we explicitly supersede the transitional access charge regime and,743
subject to the transition mechanism we outline below, regulate terminating access744
traffic in accordance with the section 251(b)(5) framework.”16745

746

The FCC also made clear that its new transitional access service rules contained in Part747

51, Subpart J apply only to LEC exchange access services. For example, new Rule748

51.901(b) states that “the provisions of this subpart apply to reciprocal compensation for749

telecommunications traffic exchanged between telecommunications providers that is750

15 2001 ISP Remand Order, 16 FCC Rcd. at 9168 ¶ 37.
16 CAF Order, 26 FCC Rcd 17916 ¶ 764.
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interstate or intrastate exchange access.”17 Similarly, these new rules define “access751

reciprocal compensation” as traffic “exchanged between telecommunications service752

providers that is interstate or intrastate exchange access.”18 Importantly, as noted below,753

the definition for exchange access was not changed – it still requires a toll charge.754

755

Q. How is the term “exchange access” defined, as that term is used in Section 251(g)756

and in the FCC’s new “transitional access service” rules?757

A. Congress has defined the term “exchange access” in Section 153(16) of the Act:758

The term “exchange access” means the offering of telephone exchange services or759
facilities for the purpose of the origination or termination of telephone toll760
services.”19761

762
In turn, Congress defined the term “telephone toll service” as follows:763

The term “telephone toll service” means telephone service between stations in764
different exchange areas for which there is made a separate charge not included765
in contracts with subscribers for exchange service.”20766

767
Telephone toll service is, in colloquial terms, a long distance calling service. But under the768

Communications Act of 1934, it is only long distance service for which the provider charges769

extra.770

771
772

Q. How do these definitions relate to wireless carriers’ calling plans?773

17 See 47 C.F.R. § 51.901(b)(italics added).
18 See id. at 51.903(h)(italics added).
19 47 U.S.C. § 153(16)(italics added).
20 See id. at § 153(47)(italics added).
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A. As discussed further below, the FCC has explicitly recognized that wireless carriers do774

not provide any toll service with their national flat-rated service plans.21 If wireless775

carriers do not apply a separate toll or long distance charge with such plans (including776

with respect to InterMTA traffic), it necessarily follows that LECs like AT&T are not777

providing “exchange access” in terminating such InterMTA calls. And if LECs are not778

providing “exchange access,” then the appropriate intercarrier compensation for such779

InterMTA traffic is governed, not by the Section 251(g) grandfather provision or the780

FCC’s new “transitional access charge” rules, but rather by the reciprocal compensation781

statute, Section 251(b)(5).782

783

Q. Is Sprint’s position compatible with the FCC’s 1996 Local Competition Order?784

A. Yes. Sprint’s position is fully compatible with the Local Competition Order. Admittedly,785

this Order contains the following quote, which can be misconstrued:786

Accordingly, traffic to or from a CMRS network that originates and terminates787
within the same MTA is subject to transport and termination rates under section788
251(b)(5), rather than interstate and intrastate access charges.22789

790

Even this statement DOES NOT say InterMTA Traffic is subject to access charges – it791

simply says that IntraMTA Traffic is not. While ILECs would naturally like to infer that792

21 Universal Service Contribution Methodology, 23 FCC Rcd. 1411, 1415-16 ¶ 9 (2008) (“Wireless
Toll Declaratory Order”).
22 Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of 1996;
Interconnection between Local Exchange Carriers and Commercial Mobile Radio Service Providers,
First Report and Order, 11 FCC Rcd. 15499, 16014 ¶ 1036 (1996) (“Local Competition Order”). See also
id. at 1601 ¶ 1042 (same).
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this statement must mean access charges automatically apply to InterMTA Traffic, which793

is not what this statement actually says. It is important to note that at the time the FCC794

released its Local Competition Order, most, if not all, wireless InterMTA traffic was795

properly classified as a toll service under the Act – so that these InterMTA toll services796

were subject to access charges. Specifically, in 1996, no wireless carrier offered a797

national, flat-rated service plan; rather, most wireless carriers only offered regional plans798

to the public. Such regional plans typically involved a metropolitan or larger area. For799

example, the Chicago wireless local calling area might have included portions of800

southeast Wisconsin and northwest Indiana. A subscriber to one of these regional plans801

paid only an airtime charge for calls originating and terminating within the designated802

“home” local calling area. However, for calls to people located outside this region (say,803

New York City or San Francisco), the wireless customer would pay two separate fees for804

making the call: airtime plus a long distance charge. For these “inter-region” calls,805

wireless carriers were providing a toll service under the Act because their customers paid806

“a separate charge not included in contracts for exchange [or intra-region] service.”807

808

The wireless landscape changed fundamentally in 1998 when Sprint and other wireless809

carriers introduced nationwide, flat-rated calling plans.23 Specifically, with such810

23 See, e.g., Communications Daily, AT&T Wireless Joins Sprint PCS in Single-Rate Offer, But
Adds Contracts (May 8, 1998); Communications Today, AT&T Launches National One-Rate Wireless
Plan (May 8, 1998); Radio Communications Report, No Roaming Charges Is Key to AT&T’s One-Rate
Calling Plan (May 11, 1998).
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wireless plans, there is only one local calling area (or in landline parlance, one wireless811

“exchange”) and that local calling area is coextensive with the boundaries of the U.S. In812

other words, the customer’s home calling area is the entire country. And with these813

national one-rate plans, a customer is assessed only an airtime charge for calling another814

person – whether that person happens to be located across the street from the caller or on815

the other side of the country. For all calls originated from that mobile user and destined816

to someone located anywhere in the U.S. (including InterMTA calls), the customer pays817

only an airtime charge for the call – and unlike with regional service plans, customers are818

no longer assessed any long distance (or “toll”) charges. Effectively, for these819

nationwide plans, the service provided by the wireless carrier is a telephone exchange820

service.24821

822

Q. Has the FCC ever analyzed the status under the Act of national flat-rated wireless823

plans?824

A. Yes. In 2008, in response to a wireless industry request for clarification, the FCC con-825

firmed that wireless calls are appropriately classified as “toll” only if wireless customers826

are assessed an additional charge for making such calls. The FCC began its analysis by827

reviewing the plain language of the Act:828

[S]ince 1934, the Act’s definition of “telephone toll traffic” has included the829
concept of “a separate charge.” * * * Toll services can thus be de-fined as830
telecommunication services, regardless of how provisioned, that enable the831

24 Local Competition Order at ¶ 1004.
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customer to call points outside the customer’s plan-defined home calling area for832
an additional charge.25833

834
835

According to the FCC, whether a wireless carrier provides a toll service depends on the836

size of the customer’s “home” calling area (local, regional or national) and whether there837

is an additional charge for calls outside that home area:838

Although some wireless plans may include an additional airtime charge that is the839
same for local and long distance calls, and therefore does not represent a toll840
service charge, other plans assess an additional charge that applies only to calls to841
points outside of the customer’s plan-defined home calling area, that is, a toll842
charge.26843

844
Based on its reading of the Act, the FCC concluded that wireless carriers do offer toll845

service when their customers subscribe to regional calling plans (such as the Chicago ex-846

ample discussed above) “to the extent they charge additional fees beyond the airtime847

charges for calls to points outside the plan-defined home calling area.”27 The FCC also848

confirmed that wireless carriers do not offer any toll services domestically with their849

nationwide, flat-rated plans:850

[N]ationwide, fixed-price calling plans that give the customer fixed amounts of851
minutes, and do not distinguish between local, intrastate, or interstate service,852
must be identified as toll service revenue only to the extent that additional fees are853
assessed for calls made to points outside the plan-defined home calling area. For854
these [national] plans, toll service revenue would likely be limited to charges855
associated with international calling.28856

857

25 Wireless Toll Declaratory Order, 23 FCC Rcd 1411, 1415-16 ¶¶ 8-9 (2008).
26 Id. at 1416 ¶ 9.

27
Id. at 1417 ¶ 11. (Emphasis added)

28
Id. at 1416 ¶ 10.
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Q. Didn’t the FCC state in its 2008 Wireless Toll Declaratory Order that its holding was858

limited to universal service and not to intercarrier compensation?859

A. Yes. The FCC stated:860

The discussion of “toll services,” “toll traffic,” and “toll revenues” in this order861
pertains solely to universal service contribution obligations. Nothing in this order862
is intended to address intercarrier compensation and other issues raised in CC863
Docket No. 01-92.29864

865
866

Q. Did the FCC, however, subsequently utilize this same analysis in the context of867

intercarrier compensation in the CAF Order?868

A. Yes. The FCC used this very same analysis in the context of intercarrier compensation in869

the recent CAF Order:870

The Act defines “telephone toll service” as “telephone service between stations in871
different exchange areas for which there is made a separate charge not included in872
contracts with subscriber for exchange service.” 47 U.S.C. § 153(55). The873
Commission previously has described toll services as “services that enable874
customers to communicate outside of their local exchange calling areas,” and that,875
for wireless providers, this means outside the customer’s plan-defined home876
calling area.30877

878

Based on its reading of the Act, the FCC held that LECs may impose access rates for toll879

VoIP-PSTN traffic, but that to the extent VoIP-PSTN traffic is not ‘toll’ traffic, it is880

subject to the preexisting reciprocal compensation regime under section 251(b)(5):881

29
Id. at 1411, 1416 n.29.

30
CAF Order, 26, FCC Rcd 17663, 18008 n.1902 (2011). (Emphasis added)
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“The default rate applicable to all non-toll VoIP-PSTN traffic is whatever rate882
applies to other section 251(b)(5) traffic exchanged between the carriers”.31883

884

Given the FCC’s conclusion in its Wireless Toll Declaratory Order that wireless carriers885

do not provide toll services with their national, flat-rated plans, and the application of this886

analysis as to compensation in the CAF Order, it has now been clearly confirmed that887

non-toll traffic is subject to the reciprocal compensation regime under Section 251(b)(5),888

not 251(g) transition access charges.889

890

Q. Does Sprint assess a toll charge on its wireless plans?891

A. No, except in rare instances where customers have maintained outdated “legacy” plans. The892

“local” calling area for the vast majority of Sprint customers is the entire United States. That893

has not always been the case. In the late 1990’s, Sprint did charge separately for calls that894

went outside a customer’s “home calling area”. However, beginning in 1998, the wireless895

industry began moving away from charging customers for “long distance” to an all-distance896

model that treated all calls the same, regardless of where they terminated within the United897

States. However, it took time for wireless customers to migrate to these nationwide calling898

plans.899

900

31
Id. at 18008 n.1903, 18017 ¶ 958, and 18018 ¶ 960.
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Q. Please summarize Sprint’s position regarding the governing compensation regime901

that applies when a LEC like AT&T terminates a Non-Toll InterMTA mobile-to-902

land call.903

A. Non-Toll InterMTA traffic is not subject to access charges. Under Section 251(g) of the904

Act and the FCC’s new “transitional access charge” rules, a LEC may impose access905

charges only when it is providing “exchange access.” However, Congress has been clear906

that a LEC provides exchange access only if it terminates a “toll” call, and the FCC has907

squarely ruled that wireless carriers like Sprint do not provide a toll service with their908

national, flat-rated service plans. Accordingly, AT&T’s termination of these Non-Toll909

InterMTA calls is instead governed by reciprocal compensation.910

911

Q. Is there a practical reason why Sprint’s InterMTA traffic should be terminated on a912

bill-and-keep basis?913

A. Yes. These are calls handed off between the parties without the involvement of an IXC914

between the two parties. There is no dispute that AT&T performs the exact same915

terminating function whether the call is IntraMTA or InterMTA – the transport and916

termination functions associated with reciprocal compensation. In fact, AT&T’s917

response to Sprint Data Request ATT-8 in this proceeding makes clear that AT&T918

performs identical network functions whether terminating an IntraMTA or an InterMTA919

call. Sprint is not purchasing a Feature Group D switched access service from AT&T.920

921
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Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve Issue 7?922

A. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve this issue:923

924
2.94.2 “Non-Toll InterMTA Traffic” means that portion of Section 251(b)(5)925
traffic exchanged between AT&T ILLINOIS and Sprint that (1) at the beginning926
of the call, originates on the network of one Party in one MTA and terminates on927
the network of the other Party in another MTA, (2) is not Toll InterMTA Traffic928
and (3) is exchanged directly over the Interconnection Trunks.929

930

2.94.3 “Toll InterMTA Traffic” means that portion of Section 251(b)(5) traffic931
exchanged between AT&T ILLINOIS and Sprint that (1) at the beginning of the932
call, originates on the network of one Party in one MTA and terminates on the933
network of the other Party in another MTA (2) is interstate or intrastate exchange934
access, information access, or exchange services for such access, other than935
special access (Section 51.901(b)) and (3) is exchanged directly over the936
Interconnection Trunks.937

938
939

Q. Do you have any understanding of how much of Sprint’s wireless traffic is toll?940

A. The vast majority of Sprint’s customers are on plans that include nationwide calling at no941

additional charge. For the month of October, 2012, the percentage of billed domestic942

wireless toll revenue is less than one-half of one percent (i.e., 0.5%) of the total billed943

domestic wireless revenue. This is consistent with the fact that the vast majority of944

Sprint’s customers are on plans that include nationwide calling at no additional charge.945

946
Q. If Sprint recognizes that there is some toll traffic, why does Sprint propose that947

InterMTA traffic be exchanged on a bill and keep basis?948

A. Sprint proposes bill and keep for two reasons. First, Sprint’s language recognizes that949

both parties send InterMTA traffic to the other over the Interconnection trunks. Sprint950
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does not believe that it is administratively efficient to continue to attempt to identify951

subcategories of traffic. Second, the volume of either party’s Toll InterMTA traffic is de952

minimis, and the administrative cost of determining the amount of Toll InterMTA traffic953

does not warrant a charge.954

955

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve Issue 39?956

A. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve this issue:957

958
6.2.2.2 Non-Toll Inter MTA Traffic, originated on the Parties’ networks and959
exchanged between the Parties both directly and indirectly will be bill and keep.960
Specifically, each Party will bill its End Users for the Non-Toll InterMTA Traffic961
originated by such Party and will be entitled to retain all revenues from such962
traffic without payment of further compensation to the other Party.963

964

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve Issue 40?965

A. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve this issue:966

967
6.2.2.3 Toll InterMTA Traffic originated on the Parties’ networks and exchanged968
directly between the Parties will be billed by the terminating Party and969
compensated by the originating Party at the applicable transition interstate970
switched access rate as identified in the Pricing Sheet to this Agreement. The971
Parties acknowledge, however, that the amount of Toll InterMTA traffic, if any, is972
de minimis and, accordingly, will be treated the same as Non-Toll InterMTA973
Traffic.974

975

Q. What is in dispute in Issue 41?976

A. The dispute in Issue 41 is the natural outcome of the fundamental dispute over the977

appropriate compensation treatment for InterMTA traffic. Since AT&T’s position is that978
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InterMTA traffic is by definition subject to access, it follows that AT&T believes it is979

entitled to assess originating access charges to Sprint on AT&T-originated InterMTA980

traffic.981

982

Q. What is the nature of most of the AT&T-originated InterMTA calls delivered983

directly from AT&T to Sprint over the Interconnection Facilities?984

A. Most, if not all, AT&T-originated InterMTA calls delivered directly from AT&T to985

Sprint over the Interconnection Facilities are dialed as “local” calls, i.e., non-toll. In other986

words, because of the mobile nature of Sprint’s customers, the originating caller has no987

idea when she places the call that the called party is not within the local exchange. In988

fact, neither does AT&T. AT&T simply delivers the call to Sprint at the nearest point of989

interconnection and Sprint hauls the call to the terminating customer wherever that990

customer happens to be traveling. As an example, assume an AT&T customer in991

Chicago wants to call a Sprint customer with a Chicago telephone number. AT&T992

transports the call attempt from its originating end office to Sprint’s point of993

interconnection (“POI”) with AT&T in the originating LATA for delivery to Sprint over994

the Interconnection Facility. Sprint then assumes responsibility to deliver the call attempt995

to its customer in the Chicago MTA. AT&T does not charge Sprint to receive this call996

because the two carriers are now exchanging IntraMTA traffic under a bill-and-keep997

arrangement. Now assume this same AT&T customer wants to call the same Sprint998

customer, but this time the Sprint customer happens to be traveling in New York City.999
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The call is still handled exactly the same way.32 Specifically, AT&T transports the call1000

attempt from its originating end office to Sprint over the Interconnection Facility, where1001

Sprint assumes responsibility for delivering the call attempt to its customer – in this case,1002

in New York City. With this call attempt, Sprint assumes the responsibility – and cost –1003

of transporting the call from Chicago to New York City. It is these locally-dialed land-to-1004

mobile “traveling” calls that AT&T believes are subject to originating access charges1005

from Sprint.1006

1007

Q. Is AT&T entitled to impose originating access charges when its customers dial a1008

local, seven-digit Sprint telephone number if the Sprint customer happens to be1009

traveling outside the “home” MTA at the time of the call?1010

A. No. As I explain below, AT&T has not shown – and cannot show – that, in this situation,1011

it is providing “exchange access” under the Act and that as a result, it may lawfully1012

impose originating access charges on Sprint. The exchange of such traffic is rather1013

governed by the reciprocal compensation rules.1014

1015

For context, in the CAF Order, the FCC adopted a plan to phase out LEC access charges1016

so that all traffic is instead exchanged using bill-and-keep. While the FCC did not adopt1017

a transition plan for originating access charges, it did cap all access charges imposed by1018

32 See AT&T response to Data Request Sprint ATT-7 and Attachment Sprint DR 7(a)-1.
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price cap ILECs and further held that originating access charges “also should ultimately1019

be subject to the bill-and-keep framework.”331020

1021

AT&T itself supports the elimination of LEC access charges so bill-and-keep would be1022

used for the exchange of all traffic.34 Now, however, AT&T believes it is entitled to1023

originating access charges, within a 251 interconnection agreement, when its customers1024

dial a local, seven-digit telephone number to call a Sprint wireless customer who, at the1025

time of the call, happens to be traveling outside of the customer’s “home” MTA. Sprint1026

demonstrates below that the Telecom Act precludes this Commission from adopting this1027

AT&T proposal.1028

1029

Q. Is Sprint acting as an IXC on any AT&T-originated calls?1030

A. No.1031

1032

33 See CAF Order, 26 FCC Rcd 17663, 17942 ¶¶ 817-18 (2011).
34 See, e.g. AT&T Reply Comments, WC Docket No. 10-90, CC Docket No. 01-92, et al. (May 23,
2011). See also id. at 3 ("The Commission should harmonize today's divergent intercarrier charges,
reduce them, and ultimately eliminate them in favor of a detail bill-and-keep regime for PSTN traffic.");
id. at 3 ("As AT&T has explained, that [bill-and-keep] regime is not only lawful, but also a far better
policy option than the existing CPNP regime."); id. at 15 ("AT&T supports moving toward bill and keep
on the PSTN."); id at 21 ("The Commission should adopt AT&T's proposal for reducing and ultimately
eliminating intercarrier compensation for PSTN traffic."); id at 22 ("There is no legitimate legal or policy
rational for rejecting a transition toward bill and keep for PSTN traffic,"); id. at 22 (Bill-and-keep "is a
highly efficient default end state for PSTN traffic.")
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Q. Does Sprint assess an additional charge – i.e., a toll charge - to AT&T customers for1033

the carriage of AT&T-originated calls?1034

A. No.1035

1036

Q. What is the fundamental flaw with AT&T’s position?1037

A. AT&T asserts that this traffic is “access” traffic, even though there is no toll charge1038

associated with such traffic. Such traffic is nothing more than telephone exchange1039

service traffic, for which each party provides its own customers the ability to originate or1040

terminate a call. If AT&T believes it is entitled to impose originating access charges on1041

Sprint, it must first demonstrate it is providing exchange access so as to justify such1042

charges. As noted above in my discussion of Issues 7, 39, and 40, Congress has defined1043

exchange access as the offering of telephone exchange facilities for “the origination or1044

termination of telephone toll service,” and to constitute a telephone toll service, there1045

must be “a separate charge not included in contracts with subscribers for exchange1046

service.”35 Yet, in seeking to impose access charges on Sprint, AT&T never identifies1047

the toll service that Sprint supposedly provides to either its own wireless customers or to1048

an AT&T customer that originates the call.1049

1050

35
See 47 U.S.C. § 153(16) and § 153(47).
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In fact, Sprint does not provide a “toll service” in giving its customers the ability to1051

receive any calls on their mobile phone when they travel around the country. A Sprint1052

customer when traveling – whether New York City, Los Angeles or anywhere else in the1053

U.S – is (a) assessed only an airtime charge when the customer receives a call, and (b)1054

that airtime charge is billed at the same rate the customer pays in receiving a call while at1055

home. There is no separate, additional charge when the customer receives a land-to-1056

mobile call while traveling.1057

1058

As discussed above in Issue 39, the FCC squarely ruled in its 2008 Wireless Toll1059

Declaratory Order that wireless carriers do not provide a toll service when they do not1060

bill customers a charge other than airtime. If Sprint is not providing a toll service, then1061

AT&T cannot be providing an “exchange access” service to Sprint under the Act, and it1062

cannot bill originating access charges for any of its land-to-mobile calls.1063

1064

Q. Does the fact that Sprint hauls the call across an MTA boundary justify AT&T’s1065

position that it is entitled to assess access charges to Sprint on such calls?1066

A. Based on the discussion above, absolutely not. Moreover, Sprint is incurring the1067

additional cost to transport the call to the distant termination point and receives no1068

incremental revenue for doing so.1069

1070
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Q. Are you saying that Sprint should be able to assess access charges to AT&T in this1071

situation?1072

A. Not necessarily. To be consistent, Sprint does not believe that either party should assess1073

access charges on an InterMTA call for which no toll charge is assessed to the originating1074

end user. However, to the extent the Commission finds AT&T is permitted to assess1075

terminating access charges on Sprint for any Sprint-originated Non-Toll InterMTA1076

traffic, it is only fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory for Sprint to be entitled to assess1077

like charges on AT&T for the inverse traffic that Sprint terminates for AT&T customers.1078

1079

Q. For the sake of discussion only, even if Sprint were to be considered an IXC for the1080

purpose of carrying an AT&T customer originated call, who would be Sprint’s1081

“customer”?1082

A. Logically, AT&T. Sprint is providing AT&T a wholesale termination service that1083

enables AT&T to, in turn, provide a bundled service to AT&T’s own customers that1084

ensures an AT&T customer-originated call destined for a Sprint end user will be1085

completed.1086

1087

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve Issue 41?1088

A. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve this issue:1089

1090
6.1 An originating Party will only compensate the terminating Party for traffic1091
originated by the originating Party. Under no circumstances will a Party be1092
charged for traffic originated by the other Party.1093
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1094

Other Compensation Issues1095

Issue 36 - What categories of Authorized Services traffic are subject to1096
compensation between the Parties?1097

1098
Q. Please describe this issue.1099

A. Sprint’s language recognizes that to determine what, if any, compensation may be due on1100

traffic exchanged between the Parties that does not involve an IXC, exchanged traffic1101

falls into one of the following four categories: (1) IntraMTA; (2) Non-Toll InterMTA; (3)1102

Toll InterMTA; or, (4) Transit. AT&T’s overall compensation language is overly1103

complex and confusing, containing both ambiguity and erroneous compensation1104

treatment as to some traffic categories.1105

1106

Q. Specifically, what does Sprint find objectionable about AT&T’s approach?1107

A. First, in Attachment 2, Section 6.1.1 AT&T suggests there are three categories of traffic –1108

“IntraMTA Traffic, IXC traffic, or InterMTA Traffic”. Sprint agrees with the first1109

(“IntraMTA Traffic”) and third (“InterMTA Traffic”) categories, although, as I discussed1110

in more detail in Issues 39 and 40, compensation for InterMTA Traffic turns upon1111

whether such traffic is “Toll” or “Non-Toll” traffic. As to AT&T’s second proposed1112

category, i.e., “IXC traffic”, AT&T does not provide any definition or description1113

regarding what such a category would even include. Further compounding the confusion,1114

AT&T lists 7 categories of traffic that are “excluded” from bill and keep in Attachment 2,1115
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Section 6.2.3.1. Such exclusions are either unnecessary or patently incorrect, as indicated1116

below:1117

1118

 6.2.3.1 – AT&T requires IntraMTA traffic to be exchanged over1119

Interconnection Facilities in order to be subject to bill and keep. Bill and keep,1120

however, applies to all IntraMTA Traffic, even that which is exchanged1121

indirectly.1122

 6.2.3.1.1 – AT&T includes an exclusion for Non-CMRS Traffic. The parties,1123

however, already addressed this exclusion in the language that resolved Issue1124

1(b) 36 and a specific exclusion here is unnecessary.1125

 6.2.3.1.2 – AT&T includes an exclusion for Toll-Free Calls. Regarding1126

compensation between the parties, such traffic is already bill and keep. Any1127

compensation resulting from this type of call is due from the IXC providing1128

the Toll-free service.1129

 6.2.3.1.3 – AT&T includes an exclusion for Third-Party Traffic. It is unclear1130

what this exclusion really means. To the extent AT&T intends to address1131

Transit Traffic, such traffic is already addressed in Attachment 2, Section 5.1132

36 Attachment 2, Section 3.11.2.1 and 3.11.2.1.1.
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 6.2.3.1.4 – AT&T excludes all InterMTA Traffic. I discussed compensation1133

for InterMTA Traffic in more detail in Issues 39 and 40. Non-Toll InterMTA1134

Traffic is telephone exchange service, essentially the same as IntraMTA1135

telephone exchange service. Therefore, the Commission should determine that1136

this traffic should be exchanged on a bill and keep basis the same as1137

IntraMTA Traffic.1138

 6.2.3.1.5 – AT&T includes an exclusion for “IXC Traffic”. As indicated1139

above, AT&T does not offer a definition or description as to what this1140

category might include. Regardless what AT&T intends, either party’s traffic1141

to or from an IXC is exchange access traffic that, as between the parties, is not1142

subject to compensation. Any compensation resulting from this type of call is1143

due from the IXC.1144

 6.2.3.1.6 – AT&T includes a “catch-all” exclusion for “any other type of1145

traffic found to be exempt from bill-and-keep by the FCC or the1146

Commission.” While Sprint intends to comply with any future FCC or1147

Commission action, the parties have already accounted for such eventuality in1148

the Intervening Law provisions contained in Section 21 of the General Terms1149

and Conditions of the Agreement.1150

1151
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To summarize, aside from transit traffic, as between the parties, there are only two1152

categories of traffic – IntraMTA Traffic and InterMTA Traffic. For purposes of1153

intercarrier compensation, within InterMTA Traffic, there are only two subcategories –1154

Toll and Non-Toll.1155

1156

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve this issue?1157

A. Rather than categories and exclusions as proposed by AT&T, Sprint believes that this1158

issue can be resolved in a simpler, more straightforward manner, particularly since none1159

of AT&T’s exclusions are warranted. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve1160

this issue:1161

1162
6.2 Classification of Authorized Services Traffic Usage.1163

1164
6.2.1 Authorized Services traffic exchanged between the Parties pursuant to this1165
Agreement will be classified as (a) IntraMTA Traffic, (b) Non-Toll InterMTA1166
Traffic, (c) Toll InterMTA Traffic, or (d) Transit Service Traffic.1167

1168

Issue 5 - What is the appropriate definition of “Section 251(b)(5)” traffic?1169

1170

Q. Please describe this issue.1171

A. AT&T objects to Sprint’s proposed definition for Section 251(b)(5) Traffic and argues1172

that such term is only necessary as it is used in Sprint’s proposed definitions for1173

IntraMTA Traffic and InterMTA Traffic addressed in Issues 6 and 7, respectively.1174

1175
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Q. Why is the term “251(b)(5) Traffic” necessary?1176

A. The term “Section 251(b)(5) Traffic” is necessary in that it recognizes, pursuant to the1177

CAF Order, all traffic now falls within the Section 251(b)(5) of the Telecom Act.1178

1179

Q. Does AT&T have any other objection to Sprint’s proposed definition?1180

A. Yes, apparently AT&T believes Sprint’s proposed definition is inaccurate. AT&T states1181

in the DPL that not all traffic exchanged between the parties is covered by Section1182

251(b)(5) and points to 911 traffic as an example. It is not apparent to Sprint why AT&T1183

claims that 911 traffic is not 251(b)(5) traffic in that there is no dispute that 911 traffic is1184

exchanged on a bill and keep basis anyway.1185

1186

Q. Do you agree that there are certain categories of traffic that do not fall within1187

251(b)(5)?1188

A. No. In fact, ¶ 762 of the CAF Order explicitly states “[c]onsistent with our approach to1189

comprehensive reform generally and the desire for a more unified approach, we find it1190

appropriate to bring all traffic within the section 251(b)(5) regime at this time.”1191

1192

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve this issue?1193

A. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve this issue:1194

2.94 Section 251(b)(5) Traffic” means traffic originated by one Party that is1195
exchanged directly or indirectly and terminates on the other Party’s network.1196

1197
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Issue 6 - What is the appropriate definition of “IntraMTA Traffic”?1198

1199

Q. Please describe this issue.1200

A. There are two primary components to this issue. First, AT&T objects to Sprint’s1201

paradigm that all traffic is “Section 251(b)(5) Traffic” and IntraMTA Traffic is simply a1202

subset under this larger umbrella. Second, AT&T has proposed that IntraMTA Traffic1203

only includes traffic “exchanged between the End User of AT&T Illinois and Sprint’s1204

End User.”1205

1206

Q. Why is AT&T’s proposed language (“exchanged between the End User of AT&T1207

Illinois and Sprint’s End User”) objectionable to Sprint?1208

A. On its face, this language may not seem objectionable, however, historically AT&T has1209

not considered calls that are dialed 1+ and handed off to an IXC to be its traffic but rather1210

the IXC’s traffic. This may not be as much of an issue since the FCC has ordered that bill1211

and keep be the default compensation on CMRS calls, however, to the extent the CAF1212

Order is ever reversed, Sprint should be entitled to bill AT&T for IntraMTA calls even1213

when they are delivered by an IXC.1214

1215

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve this issue?1216

A. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve this issue:1217
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2.94.1 “IntraMTA Traffic” means that portion of Section 251(b)(5) Traffic1218
exchanged between AT&T ILLINOIS and Sprint that at the beginning of the call,1219
originates and terminates within the same MTA.1220

1221
1222

Issue 37 - Should IntraMTA Traffic be exchanged on a bill and keep basis?1223
1224

Q. What is the dispute in Issue 37?1225

A. The parties do appear to agree that IntraMTA traffic is subject to bill and keep. The1226

parties disagree as to whether there should be any exceptions to the bill and keep1227

arrangement for the exchange of certain types of IntraMTA traffic. Specifically, AT&T’s1228

proposed language includes the requirement that for IntraMTA traffic to be subject to bill1229

and keep, it must be delivered over the Interconnection Facilities.1230

1231

Q. What is Sprint’s position on this issue?1232

A. Sprint’s position is that all IntraMTA traffic – without exception – that is exchanged1233

between the parties is subject to the bill and keep arrangement.1234

1235

Q. Can you give an example of when IntraMTA Traffic would not be delivered over the1236

Interconnection Facilities?1237

A. Yes. Although rare, it is conceivable that the parties could be interconnected indirectly1238

(i.e., using the facilities of a third-party tandem provider).1239

1240
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Q. Is there any basis in the Telecom Act or the FCC’s rules for AT&T’s position that1241

traffic delivered indirectly would not be subject to the same compensation regime as1242

that which is delivered directly?1243

A. No, not that I am aware of.1244

1245

Q. What language does Sprint propose to resolve this issue?1246

A. Sprint proposes the following language to resolve this issue:1247

1248
6.2.2.1 IntraMTA Traffic originated on the Parties’ networks and exchanged1249
between the Parties both directly and indirectly will be bill and keep.1250
Specifically, each Party will bill its End Users for the IntraMTA Traffic1251
originated by such Party and will be entitled to retain all revenues from such1252
traffic without payment of further compensation to the other Party.1253

1254

Issue 8 - What, if any, is the appropriate definition of “Switched Access Service”?1255

1256

Q. Please describe this issue.1257

A. The parties disagree on the appropriate definition of “Switched Access Service”.1258

Sprint’s definition rightly recognizes that switched access service is the exchange access1259

service provided by a telephone exchange service provider to interexchange carriers,1260

while AT&T’s definition seeks to broaden the application of the access regime to all1261

carriers, without regard to whether the traffic is exchange access or not. The1262

implications of AT&T’s definition and treatment is that InterMTA traffic is per se subject1263
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to switched access charges and such traffic cannot be exchanged over Interconnection1264

Facilities.1265

1266

Q. When did switched access service originate?1267

A. Switched access service originated as a result of the modified final judgment (“MFJ”) in1268

1984 when the Justice Department broke up AT&T into the regional bell operating1269

companies (“RBOCs”). The RBOCs were local exchange carriers (“LECs”) that provided1270

“local” service to end users. The MFJ also created AT&T, the interexchange (“IXC”) or1271

“long-distance” carrier, which provided “toll” services to end users. There were other1272

IXCs such as MCI and Sprint Long Distance that provided toll service to end users.1273

These toll services (commonly referred to “long distance”) allowed customers to make1274

calls outside of their local exchange calling area for an additional charge. The long1275

distance carrier did not have connections directly with the end user but rather required the1276

use of the LEC’s local exchange network to reach (i.e., “access”) the LEC’s end user and1277

the IXC paid the LEC charges for such access, commonly known as access charges.1278

Access charges were assessed to the IXC by the originating LEC (“originating access1279

charges”) and the terminating LEC (“terminating access charges”) on each end of the1280

long-distance call. The service provided to the IXC by the respective LECs is what is1281

known as switched access service.1282

1283

Q. Why is that history relevant here?1284
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A. The history of access charges and switched access service is important because AT&T is1285

attempting to equate the traditional concept of switched access provided to an IXC to the1286

exchange of traffic directly (or indirectly) between two telephone exchange service1287

providers. Providing the 251(c)(2) “interconnection” to Sprint for the purpose of1288

enabling telephone exchange and exchange access service is not the same as the service1289

provided to an IXC (switched access service).1290

1291

Q. Is Sprint an interexchange carrier?1292

A. No. It does not have a Carrier Identification Code (“CIC”), which is normally associated1293

with IXCs. Sprint provides a CMRS service to its customers pursuant to its FCC-issued1294

licenses.1295

1296

Q. As a CMRS provider, what services does Sprint provide?1297

A. The FCC recognized that CMRS providers offer telephone exchange and exchange1298

access services.371299

1300

Q. Why should the Switched Access Service definition be confined to an offering to an1301

IXC of access by AT&T ILEC to AT&T ILEC’s network?1302

37 Local Competition Order at ¶ 1004.
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A. The parties to the interconnection agreements include Sprint’s CMRS entities and AT&T1303

ILEC. The effect of AT&T’s proposed definition is an overbroad, inappropriate1304

incorporation of AT&T’s access tariffs, expanding applicability to CMRS entities. To be1305

specific, AT&T is not entitled to charge Sprint switched access charges for traffic1306

exchanged between the two parties, except in the very narrow circumstance where the1307

end user is assessed a toll charge as discussed in Issue 40.1308

1309

Q. How should the Commission rule on the definition of Switched Access Service?1310

A. The Commission should adopt Sprint’s definition which correctly identifies the AT&T1311

ILEC as the party offering switched access service pursuant to its AT&T ILEC tariffs,1312

and correctly identifies IXCs as the parties to which AT&T ILEC offers its tariffed1313

switched access services:1314

2.103 “Switched Access Service” means an offering to an IXC of Exchange1315
Access by AT&T ILLINOIS to AT&T ILLINOIS’s network for the purpose of1316
the origination or the termination of traffic from or to End Users in a given area1317
pursuant to a Switched Access Services tariff.1318

1319
1320

Issue 70 – Which Party’s Pricing Sheets and rates should be adopted?1321

1322

Q. What is the nature of this Issue?1323

A. This Issue centers around the content of a “summary” pricing sheet (“Summary Pricing1324

Sheet”) to be included as part of the ICA. Specifically, the parties agree to the inclusion1325
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of the Summary Pricing Sheet, however, AT&T refuses to actually include any rates on1326

the page.1327

1328

Q. If there are not rates on the Summary Pricing Sheet, what is the purpose of the1329

document?1330

A. From Sprint’s perspective, it serves no purpose to have a summary sheet if it has no rates1331

in it. Historically, the summary sheet included key rates/cost information (e.g. reciprocal1332

compensation, transit, shared facility percentage). For this reason, Sprint’s contract1333

personnel found the Summary Pricing Sheet to be useful. It doesn’t serve its purpose if1334

the key rates are not included. AT&T’s proposal, to include the phrase “See attached1335

pricing sheets” in lieu of any actual prices, renders the Summary Pricing Sheet useless.1336

1337

Q. What is AT&T’s rationale for its position?1338

A. I do not know.1339

1340

Q. Does Sprint have other objections to AT&T’s proposed Summary Pricing Sheet?1341

A. As of the time of writing this testimony there are two other open issues regarding certain1342

verbiage to include in paragraph 1 of the Price Sheet and, on the actual spreadsheet, how1343

to label certain line entries, but the parties remain hopeful that these will both be resolved1344

shortly. If these items are not ultimately resolved as anticipated, then I will address each1345

in my Supplemental statement.1346
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1347

Q. Aside from the items discussed above, are there any other disputes regarding the1348

Price Sheet or pricing spreadsheet language?1349

A. Yes, but the parties are in agreement that the resolution of the remaining language1350

depends on the substantive resolution of other open issues. Thus, the resolution of a1351

given issue will drive which of the parties’ competing language will be used in those1352

instances.1353

1354

Q. How does Sprint request the Commission resolve this Issue?1355

A. Sprint requests that the Commission adopt its Summary Pricing Sheet, which was filed1356

with the Arbitration Petition.1357

1358

Q. Does that conclude your Verified Written Statement?1359

A. Yes.1360




